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Each book in the Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential and Applied Questioning series features twenty texts 
from a variety of genres to support close reading and comprehension in the classroom. Each passage is followed by 
three levels of questioning (literal, inferential and applied) to determine and improve both the reader’s comprehension 
of the material, and their critical-thinking skills. The activities are designed to teach students to examine meaning 
thoroughly and analytically.
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YEAR 3
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YEAR 4
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YEARS 7-8
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Teacher Information
On the Riverbank

READING FOCUS 
 • Analyzes and extracts information from a mystery text 

to answer literal, inferential, and applied questions

 • Predicts future actions based on prior knowledge 
and reading of the text

Genre:  Mystery

Unit 2

EXTENSIONS

 • Students can add their own actions and perform the story as a play.

 • Students can create a mural of the animals in the story and other jungle animals.

 • Use the story as the basis for text innovation.  Students can write a similar story using the 
same format.  For example, “Who left the clothes on the bathroom fl oor?”

ANSWER KEY

Right There (Page 16)

 1. a. No

  b. Yes

  c.  Yes

 2. 4 animals

Think and Search (Page 16)

 1. Drawings will vary.  Possible answer(s):  Picture of Crocodile.

 2. Answers will vary.  Possible answer(s):  Crocodile left the boat on the riverbank to catch 
his dinner.

On Your Own (Page 17)

 1. Heaviest Elephant - Lion - Tiger - Monkey Lightest

 2. Answers will vary.

Applying Strategies (Page 18)

 1. a. Drawing of an empty boat

  b. Drawing of Lion in the boat

  c.  Drawing of Lion and Monkey in the boat

  d. Drawing of Lion, Monkey, and Tiger in the boat

  e. Drawing of Lion, Monkey, Tiger, and Elephant in the boat

  f.  Drawings will vary.

 2. Answers will vary.
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Read the mystery and answer the questions on the following pages.

Unit 2

Who left the boat on the riverbank?

Lion, did you leave the boat on the riverbank?

No, I did not leave the boat on the riverbank, but I’ll get in.

Monkey, did you leave the boat on the riverbank?

No, I did not leave the boat on the riverbank, but I’ll hop in.

Tiger, did you leave the boat on the riverbank?

No, I did not leave the boat on the riverbank, but I’ll jump in.

Elephant, did you leave the boat on the riverbank?

No, I did not leave the boat on the riverbank, but I’ll climb in.

Crocodile, did you leave the boat on the riverbank?

Yes, I left the boat on the
riverbank . . . to catch 
my dinner!

TCR4582

YEAR 2

TCR4575

YEAR 1

$35.95
Each

$220.00
Complete 

Set

http://www.hbe.com.au/comprehending-text-using-literal-inferential-applied-questioning.html


Years

3-7
Equip your students with the skills they need to synthesise information from a variety of different text types. Each 
unit in Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Sources presents up to four related sources on a range of topics, 
from national monuments and wild weather to everyday scenarios such as preparing for a party or choosing a family 
pet. The accompanying activities promote higher-order thinking skills through close reading of the provided sources. 
Each unit in this innovative series is designed to help students to:

$35.95
Each

• draw information from multiple sources on the same topic

• locate information that fits specific criteria

• practise recognising implied meaning within a text and 
making inferences

• understand author motivation, and assess the reliability of a 
given text 

• become familiar with different forms of 
written communication, including diary 
entries, emails, sales receipts and online 
restaurant reviews

• integrate information from two or more 
texts in order to write knowledgeably about 
a subject.

MASTERING COMPLEX TEXT

Years 2-6

Text-dependent questions are ideal for driving instruction in the classroom, as they ask students what the text 
says, how it works and what it means. Provide students with the skills they need to thoughtfully and critically 
analyse text with the Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions series. Each book in the series includes 22 
short, complex, high-interest reading passages that students are guided to read, summarise, reread, annotate and 
discuss. Text-dependent questions prompt students to examine the passage’s meaning, purpose, vocabulary and 
structure, and to use textual evidence to support their conclusions. The final two units in each book include peer-led 
tasks in which group members are assigned roles and work together to analyse the texts.

TCR4742

YEAR 4

TCR4759

YEAR 5

TCR4766

YEAR 6

TCR4773

YEAR 7

TCR4735

YEAR 3

TCR4537

YEAR 3

TCR4544

YEAR 4

TCR4551

YEAR 5

TCR4568

YEAR 6

TCR4520

YEAR 2 $35.95
Each

$150.00
Complete 

Set

$150.00
Complete 

Set

http://www.hbe.com.au/mastering-complex-text-using-multiple-reading-sources.html
http://www.hbe.com.au/close-reading-with-text-dependent-questions.html


$35.95
Each

Discover why project-based writing is so effective in engaging students and enriching their writing. Follow a practical approach 
to choosing topics, conducting online research, organising and presenting ideas, and assessing results. As students dig into 
subjects they have chosen, they will make connections between school life and “real life”. Teachers will appreciate the wealth of 
ideas and guides that help them implement differentiated instruction and meet curriculum standards.

Heather  
Wolpert-Gawron

CLOSE READING AND CLOSE WRITING
A Close Look at Close Reading:  
Teaching Students to Analyze  
Complex Texts, Grades P-5
9781760015749  Lapp, Moss, Grant, Johnson 
While primary school teachers are certainly willing to teach 
students to closely read both literacy and informational text, 
many are wondering what, exactly, this involves. Is there 
a process to follow? How is close reading different from 
guided reading or other common literacy practices? How 
do you prepare students to have their ability to analyse 
complex texts measured by Common Core assessments? Is 
it even possible for students in years P–5 to “read to learn” 
when they’re only just learning to read? Literacy experts 
answer these questions and more as they explain how to 
teach young learners to be close readers and how to make 
close reading a habit of practice in the primary classroom. 114008 • $36.95

115002 • $42.95

A Close Look at Close Reading: Teaching 
Students to Analyze Complex Texts, 
Grades 6-12
9781760016104 Lapp, Moss, Grant, Johnson

While middle years and secondary school teachers want 
and need students to connect with, analyse and learn from 
both literary and informational texts, many are unsure how 
to foster the skills students must have in order to develop 
deep and nuanced understanding of complicated content. 
Barbara Moss, Diane Lapp, Maria Grant and Kelly Johnson 
explain how to teach middle years and secondary school 
to be close readers, how to make close reading a habit 
of practice across the content areas and why doing so 
will build content knowledge. Equipping students with the 
tools and process of close reading sets them on the road to 
becoming analytical and critical thinkers.

SHP2786 • $39.95

Close Writing: Developing 
Purposeful Writers in Grades 2-6
9781760562786  Paula Bourque
How closely do your students read their writing? 
What are the implications for those who do and 
those who don’t? During her work in classrooms, 
literacy coach Paula Bourque noticed that students 
who read their own writing closely are engaged 
in their work, write fluently, are able to produce 
lengthy drafts and incorporate teaching points 
from mini-lessons into the day’s writing. In this 
comprehensive book, Paula shows you that no 
matter what structures or lessons you use in your 
writing classroom, the strategies in Close Writing 
will help you make these better by creating student 
writers who are more aware of what effective 
writing looks like, who care about what they write 
and who take ownership and responsibility for their 
growth as writers.

SOT1666 • $41.25

Texts, Tasks, and Talk: Instruction 
Grades 9-12
9781760561666 Brad Cawn
Texts, Tasks, and Talk: Instruction to Meet Grades 
9-2 examines how to fully align teaching with 
the intellectual demand of next-generation 
standards - by pairing instructional goals with 
high-quality texts, tasks, and talk. It also provides 
strategies for how to do so, including five key 
steps for organizing curriculum according to next-
generation standards.

$120.00
Complete 

Set

Project-based writing activities strive to meet certain criteria. By design, these activities are …

• multi-genre
• diff erentiated
• thematic
• both linguistic and non-linguistic

• cross-curricular
• based on real-world scenarios
• guided by student choice
• filled with 21st-century connections.

YEAR 6

TCR4810

YEAR 5

TCR4803

YEAR 4

TCR4797

YEAR 3

TCR4780
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‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book 
page.
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CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources

TCR4734 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources : Complete Set $150.00

TCR4735 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources:   Year 3 $35.95  
TCR4742 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources :  Year 4 $35.95  
TCR4759 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources:   Year 5 $35.95  
TCR4766 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources:   Year 6 $35.95  
TCR4773 Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Reading Sources:   Year 7 $35.95 

Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions

TCR4579 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions : Complete Set $150.00

TCR4520 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions:  Year 2 $35.95 

TCR4537 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions:  Year 3 $35.95 

TCR4544 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions:  Year 4 $35.95 

TCR4551 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions:  Year 5 $35.95 

TCR4568 Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions:  Year 6 $35.95 

Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning

TCR4574 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning  Complete Set $220.00

TCR4575 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 1 $35.95 

TCR4582 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 2 $35.95 

TCR4599 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 3 $35.95 

TCR4605 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 4 $35.95 

TCR4612 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 5 $35.95 

TCR4629 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Year 6 $35.95 

TCR4636 Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning:  Years 7-8 $35.95 

Project-Based Writing

TCR4779 Project-Based Writing: Complete Set $120.00

TCR4780 Project-Based Writing: Year 3 $35.95 

TCR4797 Project-Based Writing: Year 4 $35.95

TCR4803 Project-Based Writing: Year 5 $35.95

TCR4810 Project-Based Writing: Middle Years $35.95

Other Resources

SOT2847 30 Strategies to Build Literacy Skills: Engagement at Every Level of Thinking! $32.95 

115002 A Close Look at Close Reading: Teaching Students to Analyze Complex Texts, Grades 6-12 $42.95 

114008 A Close Look at Close Reading: Teaching Students to Analyze Complex Texts, Grades K-5 $36.95 

SHP2786 Close Writing: Developing Purposeful Writers in Grades 2-6 $39.95 

TCP2090 Literary Conversations in the Classroom: Deepening Understanding of Nonfiction and Narrative $39.95 

TCP1376 Teaching Skills for Complex Text: Deepening Close Reading in the Classroom $35.95 

SOT1666 Texts, Tasks, and Talk: Instruction to Meet the Common Core in Grades 9-12 $41.25 

114009 Total Literacy Techniques: Tools to Help Students Analyze Literature and Informational Texts $32.95 

SOT1499 Turning the Page on Complex Texts: Differentiated Scaffolds for Close Reading Instruction $48.40 

TOTAL $

Turning the Page on Complex Texts: 
Differentiated Scaffolds for Close Reading 
Instruction
9781760561499  Lapp, Moss, Grant, Johnson
Ensure all learners become successful close readers. In 
this powerful resource, the authors examine how to select 
appropriate complex texts and design instruction to meet the 
needs of every student. Explore grade-specific classroom 
scenarios that illustrate how to scaffold lessons to foster close 
reading and deepen comprehension at all stages of P-12 
education.

SOT1499 • $48.40

Teaching Skills for Complex Text: 
Deepening Close Reading in the Classroom
9781760561376  Heidi Anne E. Mesmer
Unlike the many other materials on text complexity, this one 
focuses on specific comprehension skills that students need 
in order to really engage with text. This book will help primary 
school teachers equip their students with practical tools and 
understandings of the structures and conventions that allow them 
to excel, including concrete tools, passages, games, lessons, and 
examples to teach anaphora, connectives, paragraph structure, 
evidence-gathering (fiction and nonfiction), and text challenge. 
A final chapter specifies how to stretch students in texts while 
attending to their stamina, executive skills, and interests.

TCP1376 • $35.95

Literary Conversations in the Classroom: 
Deepening Understanding of Nonfiction 
and Narrative
9781760562090  Diane Barone, Rebecca Barone
High-level conversations about fiction and nonfiction can promote 
students’ understanding and help them meet and exceed a 
spectrum of standards. The authors demonstrate how to use literary 
conversations in small, heterogeneous groups to address multiple 
expectations within classrooms, such as close reading, vocabulary, 
background knowledge, literal and inferential comprehension, and 
responses to multimodal interpretation, nonfiction text features 
and graphic organisers. Includes the theoretical why, and the very 
practical how-to, to help teachers successfully implement serious, 
sustained student-group conversations about their reading.TCP2090 • $39.95

30 Strategies to Build Literacy Skills: 
Engagement at Every Level of Thinking!
9781760012847  Eric Jensen, Leann Nickelsen
The thirty research-based, easy-to-use strategies - applicable to 
any content area - encourage student mastery of the curriculum 
for English. Using this practical resource, teachers will understand 
the components of engaged classrooms and create an environment 
where students are active participants in their learning; teach 
students to engage emotionally with text and retain and explain what 
they’ve read; distinguish between top-down, passive classrooms and 
two-way, engaged-for-success classrooms that promote higher-level 
thinking and learning; and support lesson plans with activities, lists, 
and other reproducibles. 

SOT2847 • $32.95
Total Literacy Techniques: Tools to 
Help Students Analyze Literature and 
Informational Texts
9781760015756  Persida & William Himmele, Keely Potter
This book provides Year 3 to Year 12 teachers with more than 50 
teacher-tested tools and techniques for helping their students read 
independently and critically. The authors present literacy as an 
interconnected process that involves emotions, cognition and multiple 
opportunities for developing higher-order thinking. With this in mind, they 
present tools for helping students develop academic language, become 
avid and analytical readers, engage with literature and informational 
texts, discuss texts and write about texts in clear and cogent ways. Each 
chapter includes reflections from real teachers and students who share 
their own literacy practices and journeys, bringing the practices to life.114009 • $32.95

http://www.hbe.com.au/sot1499.html
http://www.hbe.com.au/teaching-skills-for-complex-text-deepening-close-reading-in-the-classroom.html
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http://www.hbe.com.au/sot2847.html
http://www.hbe.com.au/total-literacy-techniques-tools-to-help-students-analyze-literature-and-informational-texts.html

